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Table Clock - NT1

TABLE CLOCK 
NT 1 “L’AMOUR”

A MONUMENTAL MASTER-
PIECE WITH 100 DAYS RUN-
NING

The table clock “L’Amour”, which weighs almost 50 
kg, resembles a lavish shrine. The fully gilded 100-day kg, resembles a lavish shrine. The fully gilded 100-day 
movement sits enthroned on four mighty silvered pillars.

The clock is driven by a barrel and fusee - a system which 
is little used nowadays and which serves to equalise the 
torque exerted by the mainspring as the spring runs 
down, thus delivering a constant force to the wheel train.

The movement consists of just a few superbly worked 
wheels and pinions. They transmit the impulses to the 
escapement with utmost effi  ciency. Afi cionados and lovers 
of mechanics marvel in comprehending the workings of 
this fi ne clock.

The escapement design is “dead-beat” with ruby pallets 
developed by Matthias Naeschke. The movement is 
complemented with a 5-rod compensation pendulum 
and fi ne rate adjuster.

Fine, balanced steel hands turn around a chapter ring 
made of solid sterling silver. Stroke by stroke, a master 
engraver incises delicate numerals and characters into 
the resilient material and thus each hand-engraved dial 
is unique. The clockmaker fi nally screws the darkened, 
lavishly fi nished dial onto its four posts.

A framed canopy with bevelled glass protects the clock 
from dirt and dust.

Two 6 cm plates of Galactica granite form the base for 
this precious movement. The raw material has had a 
long, hard journey from its rocky origins to the fi nished long, hard journey from its rocky origins to the fi nished 
plinth. Sawn, smoothed into form and fi nally elaborately 
polished to perfection, the stone unfolds its inherent 
beauty and shimmering structure. A unique natural 
product.

TABLE CLOCK NT 1 “LA BEAUTÉ”
Creative elegance and charm in a cool sheen of rhodium.

For the purists among clock afi cionados there is the 
100 days running Matthias Naeschke table clock NT 1 
“l’amour” in a rhodium-plated version called “la beauté”. 
Technically identical to the NT 1 “l’amour”, all visible 
brass parts of the clockwork are rhodium-plated with 
the exception of the wheels which are gilt. Rhodium 
is a naturally occurring rare precious metal from 
the platinum family and is therefore one of the most 
expensive precious metals at all.

TABLE CLOCK NT 1 “LE BIJOU”

A Precious Jewel with 108 Diamonds as a Piece of Fine 
Clockmaking

“For the gentlemen the technology and for the lady the 
necklace”. Thus one might describe in brief the table clock 
NT 1 “Le Bijou”, a variant of the NT 1 “L’Amour” from the 
clock collection of Matthias Naeschke.
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Table Clock - NT1
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Ref.  NT 1 “L’Amour” (Gold)
 NT 1 “la beauté” (Rhodium)
 NT 1 “Le Bijou” ( Gold & Diamonds)

Duration 100 days, base made of granite Nero Asso-
luto or Galactica, compensation pendulum, chapter 
ring of hand-engraved sterling silver, a hand-knurled 
bezel is fi tted

Height x Width x Depth: 61 x 42 x 31 cm

Diff erent stones for the base or wooden base
More possibilities for an individualisation

Table Clock - NT1
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TABLE CLOCK 
NT 2

GRANDE COMPLICATION 
WITH TWO DIALS AND A 

PERPETUAL CALENDAR

The design philosophy for the Naeschke NT 2 was to 
create a timepiece that will provide for business people 
(or the private individual) to assimilate the diff erent time-
zones around the world.

For this purpose Matthias & Sebastian Naeschke 
considered all the necessary functions that facilitate 
international communication.

The NT 2 unites a perpetual calendar, an indication of 
the calendar-week and world time-zones. The problems 
arising for handling the indication of summer time were 
solved in the Business-Clock by using diff erent colours for 
the cities to diff erentiate those with and without summer 
time. Another special feature of the NT 2 is an alternative 
24hr dial, mounted on the rear of the movement. The 
hour hand of this dial incorporates a latching adjustment 
wheel so it can be changed to indicate any time-zone.

To observe the alternate 24hr dial, the massive case of 
granite, brass and glass must be reversed and Matthias 
Naeschke had to fi nd a way to rotate the clock on its 
base. The solution was found in a large turntable with 
a huge oversized fl at ball-race. The whole clock is now 
mounted on a concealed rotary suspension about 2mm 
above the table and can be freely turned.

The fi nely fi nished, gilded movement of the NT 2 is a 
construction with three main plates. Conforming with 
Matthias Naeschke design philosophies, it is a long 
running movement with a power reserve of nine weeks. 
A window in one of the dials indicates when the clock 
requires winding. The barrel, fusee and train wheels sit 
between two massive 4mm main plates. The remaining 
mechanisms, the Swiss lever escapement and parts of the 
perpetual calendar are planted in the second level of the 
main plates.

The dials of the Business-Clock are made of several 
diff erent chapter-rings mounted on the base dials. Bright 
polished parts alternate and contrast with grained parts 
and it requires more than 20 working processes to paint 
and fi nish the dials.

Blued and gilded hands glide over the indications and 
give the NT 2 its life - its private personality.

In this select timepiece, classical clockmaking melds with 
modern concepts producing a clock built without any 
possible compromise of design or quality. Manufactured 
by masters of their profession, a unique clock of this 
exclusive calibre is set to last many generations.

Table Clock - NT2
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Table Clock - NT2
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Ref.  NT 2 (Business Clock)

The fi ne-fi nished, gilded  movement of the 
NT 2 is, in common with Matthias Naeschke 
design philosophies,a long running move-
ment with a power reserve of nine weeks. A 
window in one of the dials indicates when 
the clock must be wound.
21,2 x 18,5 x 27,5 cm

Table Clock - NT2
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Table Clock - NT 5 “La Mignone”

NT 5 
“LA MIGNONE”
THE SMALLEST TABLE 
CLOCK FROM THE CLOCK 
MANUFACTORY 

From Naeschke fi ne clocks comes “La Mignone” – a 
special table clock. Misruling just 30cms wide and special table clock. Misruling just 30cms wide and 
standing 13cms high this clock shows an aesthetic affi  nity 
with smaller apartment furniture. The profi le of the 
formed clockwork plates are reminiscent of the shapes of 
the cabinets of the classical German Buff et-Uhren.

Each movement of the “La Mignone” series is made by 
hand, piece by piece in the fi nest Naeschke tradition.

All components undergo a lengthy production process 
during which they are endlessly cut and polished with 
the very fi nest compounds and fi nally gilded to hold 
and preserve the fi nish. For accurate time-keeping a 
shockproof Swiss platform with anchor escapement and 
screwed balance is fi tted.

The bright red of the seventeen ruby bearings and 
endstones stands in beautiful contrast with the 
golden sheen of the gilded movement parts. The 14-
day movement lightly fl oats over its black anodized 
aluminium base and the fi tted glass chamber invites a 
completely free appreciation of the fi ligreed mechanics. 
Finely polished, fl ame-blued hands orbit a matt rhodium-
plated dial.

At the request of the buyer, the Naeschke table clock NT5 
“La Mignone” is available in several colours for the base 
and with rhodium plating of the movement components.
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Table Clock - NT 5 “La Mignone”
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Table Clock - NT 5 “La Mignone”
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Ref.: NT 5 “La mignone“  (Gold or Rhodium)

Measuring L 30 x D 14 x H 13 cms this clock shows 
an aesthetic affi  nity with smaller apart-
ment furniture and desks.The profi le of the 
formed clockwork plates are reminiscent of 
the shapes of the cabinets of the classical 
German Buff et-Uhren.The 14-day move-
ment lightly fl oats over its black-anodized 
aluminium base and the fi tted glass 
chamber invites a completely free ap-
preciation of the fi ligreed mechanics. Fine 
polished,fl ame-blued hands orbit a matt 
silvered dial. The Naeschke table clock NT 
5 “La mignone“ is available alternatively 
in  other colours  for the  base and with 
rhodium plating for the metalwork of the 
movement.

Variations: Gold and Rhodium

30 x 14 x 13 cm

Table Clock - NT 5 “La Mignone”
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Table Clock - NT 6

NT 6 

A STYLISTIC HIGHLIGHT OF 
FINE CLOCKMAKING AND 
A PIECE OF TREASURE FOR 

PRECIOUS MOMENTS

The 14 day running NT 6 “La Gracieuse” is the gilded The 14 day running NT 6 “La Gracieuse” is the gilded 
version of the table clock NT 6 “La Brilliante”.

As with its sister model, the NT 6 “La Gracieuse” 
is classically shaped with its bespoke mechanical 
movement, fashioned with the dedicated clockmaker’s 
art of micro engineering and which is fi xed on two fi nely 
glazed and black anodized aluminium columns.

Protection for the movement is accomplished with a 
complex metal frame and faceted glass canopy. This 
remarkable case with opening front door consists of 33 
diff erent parts secured with 45 screws.

Knurled adjustment screws at the four corners of the base 
set shiny gold accents. They are in beautiful contrast to 
the matte black of the base.

Presented in this way, the table clock 6 “La Gracieuse” is 
a stylistic highlight of fi nest clockmaking and anew each 
day, it draws the clock enthusiast into its spell through its 
transparency and technical fi nesse.

An additional complication is available for the collection 
of table clocks. With the models NT 6 “La gracieuse” and 
NT 6 ”La brillante” a retrograde seconds indication can be 
ordered. Within one minute, a gilded hand describes an 
angle of 90° before jumping back and beginning the next 

60 seconds. The hand sits on a small column between the 
two main columns where the movement is mounted. The 
black segment with its glossy white printing fi ts perfect to 
the main dial of the clock.
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Table Clock - NT 6
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Table Clock - NT 6 “La Gracieuse”
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Ref. NT 6 “La Gracieuse” 
(“normal” and retrograde)

Main plates of 4 mm hard brass 
Highly polished surfaces gilded 
Highly polished and hardened pinions 
9 ruby bearings 
Ruby pallets 
Dead beat anchor escapement 
½ seconds beating 5-rod pendulum 
Matte silvered chapter ring 
Hand knurled bezel 
Flame blued steel hands 
Each column consists of 4 diff erent parts 
Glass canopy with front door and 5 bevelled 
glasses
Dimensions: height 45 x widht 32 x depht 25 cms 

Table Clock - NT 6 “La Gracieuse”
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Table Clock - NT 6 “La Brilliante”
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Table Clock - NT 6 “La Brilliante”

Ref. NT 6 “La Brilliante” 
(Rhodium Version)

Main plates of 4 mm hard brass 
Highly polished surfaces gilded 
Highly polished and hardened pinions 
9 ruby bearings 
Ruby pallets 
Dead beat anchor escapement 
½ seconds beating 5-rod pendulum 
Matte silvered chapter ring 
Hand knurled bezel 
Flame blued steel hands 
Each column consists of 4 diff erent parts 
Glass canopy with front door and 5 bevelled 
glasses
Dimensions: height 45 x widht 32 x depht 25 cms 
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Table Clock - NT6 “La céleste”
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Table Clock - NT6 “La céleste”

Ref. NT6 “La céleste”

Main plates of 4 mm hard brass 
Highly polished surfaces gilded 
Highly polished and hardened pinions 
9 ruby bearings 
Ruby pallets 
Dead beat anchor escapement 
½ seconds beating 5-rod pendulum 
Matte silvered chapter ring 
Hand knurled bezel 
Flame blued steel hands 
Each column consists of 4 diff erent parts 
Glass canopy with front door and 5 bevelled 
glasses
Dimensions: height 45 x widht 32 x depht 25 cms 
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NT7
AN 8-DAY MOVEMENT IN 
RESTRAINED DESIGN AND 
TECHNICAL PERFECTION 
CREATES ABSOLUTE TRANS-
PARENCY IN THIS CLOCK.

A special attention to detail, innovative ideas and their 
implementation in technical perfection characterises 
all clocks from the house of Matthias Naeschke. all clocks from the house of Matthias Naeschke. 
And naturally the new clock NT 7 is no exception. By 
creating transparency nothing remains concealed. With 
the exception only of the red of the ruby jewels and 
the pallets, the colours of black and silver dominate 
perceptions of this clock.

A rhodium-plated 8-day movement developed exclusively 
for this clock sits on two matte black columns in a 
matte black case where fi ne polishing and glazing of the 
individual parts skilfully blends a modern touch. Typical 
for Matthias Naeschke is the oversized escape wheel with 
the circular ruby pallets on the anchor. In addition to 
the extremely precise manufacturing of all components, 
a temperature compensation pendulum ensures the 
necessary accuracy of the clock.

A unique characteristic of the table clock NT 7 is the 
barrel construction. Normally the spring barrel consists 
of a one-sided closed, cylindrical drum with a toothed 
rim and the open side of the barrel is subsequently closed 
with a pressed-in cover after inserting the mainspring. 
With the NT 7 the 4 mm thick main wheel is already part 
of the spring barrel. It is machined out to the appropriate 
diameter for the spring and provided front and rear with 
a sixfold screwed fl ange. The clever design of the parts 
of the barrel only dawns on the viewer as the apparent 
contradiction grows that the clock must run entirely 

without a mainspring?

Restrained but clearly marked is the black dial in the form 
of a perforated ‘8’ with Arabic numerals. Interesting also is 
the seconds display of this clock. Instead of the usual 60 
seconds per revolution the seconds hand here makes one 
rotation in two minutes.

In its design language, the clock NT 7 is not seriously 
classic nor yet ultra modern. Rather, it is a kind of 
chameleon. It adapts depending on how it is perceived, 
blending perfectly into any particular interior design style.

As is usual with Matthias Naeschke this clock model 
also provides opportunities for individualization. So the 
movement can be ordered polished and traditionally 
gilded and carried out in all variants with a polished glass 
canopy. Similarly, a variation in bicolor with gilded wheels 
and rhodium-plated main plates is possible. The casing 
design and materials used provides opportunities with 
virtually no limits.

Buyers can feel completely free to consult our dealer 
about the options to acquire their very own clock - which 
draws from the deep experience of Matthias Naeschke 
acquired over 3 decades and is the classic hallmark of 
outstanding craftsmanship.

Table Clock - NT7
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Table Clock - NT7
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Table Clock - NT7
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Ref. NT7

Duration 8 days, a great mainwheel with 
integrated mainspring, decentral small 
seconds indication, escapement with 
round ruby pallets, also available in other 
colours and with a polished glass shadecolours and with a polished glass shade

Height x Width x Depth: 45 x 32 x 25 cm

Table Clock - NT7
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Desk Clock - NT12

DESK CLOCK 
NT12
..WITH A DURATION OF 

13,5 MONTHS

Baselworld 2014 would have been the perfect kick-off  
event to celebrate the 30 year ceremony of foundation of 
Matthias Naeschke. However, other – as it is often seen 
and practiced – Matthias Naeschke have done what we and practiced – Matthias Naeschke have done what we 
can do best: creating and constructing a new movement. 
The result is the elegant desk clock NT 12 with a duration 
if no less than 13,5 months. This outstanding running 
time of over one year has a special position within 
desk clocks with pendulum and mainspring. Driven by 
mainspring and screw. The gold plated movement sits 
on four massive columns made of silver plated brrass. 
The great escapement wheel – typical for Naeschke – and 
anchor with circular ruby pallets are a must for this 
special clock; as well as a temperature compensating 
pendulum, ball and ruby bearings and a dial with hand-
engraved sterling silver. The desk clock NT 12 is competed 
with an 60 cm high, fabricated drom cherry qood case 
with high gloss surface and faceted glass.

By the creation of this new desk clock model NT 12 
Matthias Naeschke has once again redefi ned the 
boundaries of technical possibilities. It stands symbolic 
for the 30 years of fi nest clockmaking from Haigerloch.

Technology:
Duration 13 ½ months,power reserve indication, 
barrel and fuse, escapement with round ruby pallets, 
compensated pendulum, chapter ring of sterling silver 
with handengravings, also available in other colours and 
materials
Height x Width x Depth: 65 x 41 x 33 cm
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Desk Clock - NT12
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Ref. NT 12 

Duration 13 ½ months,power reserve indication, barrel 
and fuse, escapement with round ruby pallets, com-
pensated pendulum, chapter ring of sterling silver with pensated pendulum, chapter ring of sterling silver with 
handengravings, also available in other colours and 
materials

Height x Width x Depth: 65 x 41 x 33 cm

Desk Clock - NT12
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Desk Clock - NT12
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Desk Clock - NT12
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Desk Clock - NT12
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Precision pendulum clock NL 125

PRECISION 
PENDULUM 
CLOCK NL 125

The three-week clock with a 1 ¼ -second pendulum and 
free gravity escapement is a clock, the likes of which have 
never been seen before in this design, construction and never been seen before in this design, construction and 
quality.

The innovative design of Matthias Naeschke goes to show 
that the potential for further developments in the fi eld 
of mechanical precision clocks is far from exhausted. 
The combination of the fi nest of materials with fi rst-class 
clockmaking guarantees durable clocks with lasting value 
for generations.

The technical highlight of this clock is an extremely robust 
gravity escapement, especially developed by Matthias 
Naeschke. Four heavy, circular ruby pallets work with 
the escape wheel without dynamic unlocking problems. 
Neither the energy fl ow of the train, with only two 
transmission ratios, nor the ambient temperature have 
any infl uence.

Gravity is the only infl uence on the two arms of the 
lever and the two precisely adjustable impulse arms, 
thus ensuring that the amplitude of the pendulum 
is permanently constant. This ideal situation is the 
prerequisite for making a true precision clock out of a 
mechanical clock.

The hand-engraved, massive (1.5 mm) sterling-silver 
dial, blued, pierced hands, polished, gold-plated brass 
components, large rubies and a fi ne, stained cherry-wood 

case with unostentatious intarsia and silver veins combine 
to make up a single stylistic unit.

The aesthetics of this long case clock convey the feeling of 
harmony. The 1.77-meter pendulum sways solemnly yet 
soothingly.

You can tell the time precisely and at the same time feel 
what time really means.
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Precision pendulum clock NL 125
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Ref. NL 125 RH (Rhodium)

Duration 21 days, gravity escape-
ment with 1 ¼ second beating 
compensation pendulum, center 
seconds indication, chapter ring of 
hand-engraved sterling silver

Height x Width x Depth: 
205 x 40 x 22 cm

Diff erent wood colours. More pos-
sibilities for an individualisation

Precision pendulum clock NL 125
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Ref. NL 125 GG (Gold)

Duration 21 days, gravity escape-
ment with 1 ¼ second beating 
compensation pendulum, center 
seconds indication, chapter ring of 
hand-engraved sterling silver

Height x Width x Depth: 
205 x 40 x 22 cm

Diff erent wood colours. More pos-
sibilities for an individualisation

Precision pendulum clock NL 125
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Precision pendulum clock NL 125
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Precision pendulum clock NL 125
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Longcase clock NL 126

LONGCASE 
CLOCK NL 126

A YEAR RUNNING CLOCK 
WITH PRECISION BALL BE-
ARINGS, RUBY BEARINGS 

AND RUBY PALLETSAND RUBY PALLETS

A clock of Matthias Naeschke is always a technological 
unity with fi ne aesthetic focus. The longcase clock NL 126 
skilfully blends the majestic swing of the unusually long 
1,75 m (1¼ seconds) pendulum with the long running 
duration of the clockwork of one year.

Decades of accumulated experience of the German 
clockmakers from building long duration clocks and 
the fundamental horological knowledge about physical 
feasibility have combined in the realisation of this fi ne 
development. The energy necessary for the drive of the 
pendulum of the NL126 is generated from a driving 
force of only fi ve kilograms, which is distributed on two 
separate weight lines.

The clockwork is skeletonized in the typical manner of 
Matthias Naeschke. The large central escape wheel is a 
noble feature of the shape and form of the fi nely gilded 
plates. The use of twelve modern stainless precision ball 
bearings, four ruby bearings and ruby pallets on the 
anchor together with extremely precise gearing reduces 

the natural frictional loss of energy to an absolute 
minimum. A hand engraved chapter ring from Sterling 
Silver completes the work.

The cabinet of the NL126 is styled in a very conservative 
manner. The front door possesses a full-height pane 
of bevelled glass providing a full and free view of the 
interesting technology behind it. Inlays from mother of 
pearl and ebony in the cabinet rear wall set small points 
of sheen which enhances the compulsion of this clock in 
drawing the viewer into its spell.

The clockmakers integrated a concealed LED unit into 
the cabinet head so that even in the night, when this 
is illuminated, the subtle glow enhances the polished 
gold and silver of the surfaces which appear even more 
brilliant.
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Longcase clock NL 126
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Ref. NL 126 RH (Rhodium)

Duration 1 year, 1 ¼ second 
beating compensation pendulum, 
chapter ring of hand-engraved 
sterling silver

Height x Width x Depth: 
210 x 45 x 23 cm

Diff erent wood colours. More pos-
sibilities for an individualisation

Longcase clock NL 126
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Ref. NL 126 GG (Gold)

Duration 1 year, 1 ¼ second 
beating compensation pendulum, 
chapter ring of hand-engraved 
sterling silver

Height x Width x Depth: 
210 x 45 x 23 cm

Diff erent wood colours. More pos-
sibilities for an individualisation

Longcase clock NL 126
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Longcase clock NL 126
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Longcase clock NL 126
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Long-running clock NL 500 

LONG-RUNNING 
CLOCK NL 500

A FOUR-YEAR CLOCK AS 
PHYSICAL AND TECHNICAL 

ACHIEVEMENT

Why is the Naeschke workshop always looking for new 
challenges? Sounding out the frontiers of physics and 
translating the results into harmonious objects is without 
question a wonderful task.

The fascination of mechanics really begins on its 
boundaries. It is usually a question of the boundaries 
of stability, of the largest and the tiniest of forces, of 
miniaturisation or of the greatest or the slowest of speeds. 
Venturing into realms such as these was always the great 
challenge for clockmakers. A typical case of this was the 
one-year precision clock, which was invented 150 years 
ago.

However, one challenge that had never been 
accomplished was to design a four-year clock. Far beyond 
the effi  ciency this brings, this clock is an expression of our 
times. It needs very little care or attention. It will prompt 
its owners daily to think about their relationship to time.

The development of this four-year clock is based on the 
experience in the Naeschke workshop of building a total 
of 75 one-year clocks. The result is an extremely robust 
and durable clock - and a remarkably beautiful clock of 

harmonious design. There is nothing and has never been 
anything comparable.

The enormous power, this clock needs to be driven, was 
the biggest challenge for Matthias Naeschke.

Here, seven wheels run in ruby or ball bearings 
between 6-mm thick plates. Two independent main and 
intermediate wheels transmit their rotation to a common 
third intermediate wheel. This construction, which was 
devised in the Naeschke workshop, permits the use of 
normal clock wheels, even for the great wheel. And thus 
the energy needed is halved. This is the basic concept 
behind the four-year clock.

For the escapement, we have again used the proven dead 
beat escapement with round ruby pallets.

The precision of the craftsman’s skills is taken to extremes 
in this clock: every single escape wheel is very fi nely 
balanced in a special device. Any imbalance in the wheel 
is eliminated by means of fi ne vertical drill holes at the 
base of the teeth.
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Long-running clock NL 500

The regulator is a compensation pendulum which was 
also completely developed by Matthias Naeschke. In 
the meantime it has been successfully used in various 
diff erent clocks. Three diff erent materials work together in 
this 5-rod compensation pendulum.

The case is very sturdy and torsion-free, to be able to 
withstand the great forces and weights involved. It is 
made of dark stained cherry wood, but still looks light 
and delicate. Silver strips surround the three-faceted glass. 
The clock conveys an impression of timelessness, and at 
the same time is reminiscent of the Empire style.
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Long-running clock NL 500 

Ref. NL 500 RH (Rhodium)

Duration 4 years, compensating 
seconds pendulum, chapter ring of 
hand-engraved sterling silver

Height x Width x Depth: 
205 x 40 x 22 cm

Diff erent wood colours
More possibilities for an 
individualisation
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Long-running clock NL 500

Ref. NL 500GG (Gold)

Duration 4 years, compensating 
seconds pendulum, chapter ring of 
hand-engraved sterling silver

Height x Width x Depth: 
205 x 40 x 22 cm

Diff erent wood colours
More possibilities for an 
individualisation
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Long-running clock NL 500 
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Long-running clock NL 500
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Birdcage - music automaton

BIRDCAGE 
- MUSIC 
AUTOMATON

Is a baroque birdcage harmonious with the 21st century?
The answer is a clear and compelling “Yes”. Yes, 
it preserves equilibrium with today’s hurried and 
increasingly sombre world. A world ever more oriented increasingly sombre world. A world ever more oriented 
towards material gain, where gaiety becomes a mere 
facade that cannot touch the heart.

How diff erent was the sensual, baroque joie de vivre. 
In bygone days, people gratefully fi lled their lives with 
meaning, coaxing the senses with charm and artistic 
sensuality. The desire to have beautiful, harmonious 
things around one was as well, the growing hallmark of 
an artistic soul.

This was the heyday of musical automatons. In the mid 
18th century, a number of craftsmen developed a very 
high artistic and technical standard which nowadays 
can at best only be surpassed by exceptional quality of 
material and durability.

However, creating music automatons required not 
only skilled hands but also comprehensive, specialised 
knowledge. One type of music box – rare even in those 
days – consisted of a birdcage with a small mechanical 
pipe organ and an animated bird.

Superfi cially, Matthias Naeschke’s singing bird appears 
identical to a baroque original. Every hour, this strikingly 
beautiful birdcage music box plays a gay, baroque-style 
melody and beguiles the spirit. It brightens the day, 
purging the hectic routine of everyday life.

The cage itself consists entirely of superbly gilded brass. 
The casting mouldings were carved by a sculptor in Paris. 
A chaser artistically perfected the newly cast parts. The 
china cartouches with their fl ower arrangements are all 
hand-made and were drawn for this cage by an exclusive 
enamellist.

At the base of the cage, there is an enamel dial below a 
precision 8-day movement which was custom-made by 
master clockmaker Paul Gerber. The gilded hands were 
designed to complement the magnifi cent base bezel. 
Eight harmonious, perfectly formed side bars bestow 
the cage a captivating nobility. In order to achieve this, 
an exceptional number of individual steps - involving 
drawing, sawing, engraving, polishing, cleaning and 
gilding are required. The movement for the automation 
is concealed under a delicately pierced and gilded cover, 
lined with the fi nest silk cloth. Positioned between strong 
brass plates, the organ and the movement constitute a 
very compact, beautifully proportioned unit.

The movement itself is an example of outstanding clock 
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Birdcage - music automaton

workmanship. Without exception, all steel elements were 
hardened and all components polished to perfection. The 
fl y brake that regulates the speed is seated on rubies. The 
wind organ with its 10 tin pipes consists of the manuals, 
the barrel, the reservoir, the bellows and the wind chest 
with the valves. The feathered bird is controlled by 
invisible mechanics to move in time to the music. It moves 
its beak, its tail, quivers its body and discreetly turns its 
head.

Fully wound the pipe organ and singing bird, play for 
three days, triggering 72 times.

This delightful work of art is the result of meticulously 
intricate craftsmanship. It speaks to sensitive souls. 
Whoever can call such a piece of vibrant, living art his 
own, must be an aesthete!
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Birdcage - music automaton
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Birdcage - music automaton
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Birdcage - music automaton
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Birdcage - music automaton
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Mechanical organ clocks

MECHANICAL 
ORGAN CLOCKS

THE FLUTE CLOCKS 
AND ORGAN CLOCK 
MOVEMENTS OF MATTHIAS 

NAESCHKE

In fi ne style of classical clockmaking Matthias Naeschke 
develops and manufactures mechanical organ clocks 
(also called fl ute clocks). There will never be produced 
reproductions or copies of old ones. The stated goal is to 
continue the old tradition of the best organ clockmakers.

The range of products includes spring driven movements 
as well as weight driven ones. All major work is carried 
out as two hundred years ago carefully by hand. As there 
were no tools to buy the clockmakers developed their 
own set of various tools for the organ clockmaking. The 
extremely solid clockworks and the movements are fi nely 
fi nished. The claim is to look at any detail and the used 
materials of the movements as being part of a decorative 
aesthetic unity.

During the construction of pipes, bellows, wind chests 
and frames greatest value is laid in using exquisite, 
long-standing seasoned woods and a conscientious 
workmanship. For over 25 years a specially trained 
in-house carpenter is in charge of manufacturing. 
Functional parts that are not made of wood consist of 

stainless steel, which at key points is hardened.

Diatonic organ movements are developed with 17, 19 
and 26 pipes, and if desired also chromatic ones. Each 
barrel comes with the music according to the customer’s 
request, individually made by Matthias Naeschke, pinned 
by hand, musically corrected properly. The goal is to 
obtain the subtle tonal delicate sounds of organ clocks of 
the 18th Century. An intensive study of playing techniques 
at that time was needed to reproduce authentic musical 
ornamentation and interpretation.

The aesthetic unity of all components, thus reached 
durability and precise music interpretation make an 
organ clock of Matthias Naeschke to be a unique and 
lovable ambassador of a - with great commitment revived 
- branch of mechanical clockmaking.

Specialities in organ clocks and organ movements

The Matthias Naeschke organ clocks are worldwide 
unique and provide as complete in-house developments. 
They are executed in close consultation with the customer 
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as individual pieces. Thus, unusual customer requests 
such as engraving or special indications are considered 
at any time. This also applies for the selection of 
compositions pinned on the music barrel.

Developed in addition to the basic models shown on these 
pages the manufactory Matthias Naeschke builds organ 
movements, which then are mounted into fi ne pieces of 
furniture, bird cages and other musical automatons.

Every individualisation which are technical 
possible can be made. Just contact Archides 
Clocks, we will take care of the project.
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ARCHIDES Uhren GmbH
Neutorstrasse 17 · A-5020 Salzburg

T: +43 (0)662 / 890 880 · F: +43 (0)662 / 890 880-8
offi ce@archides.at · www.archides.at

Öffnungszeiten | Opening Hours: Mo–Fr, 10.00–12.30 Uhr, 14.00–18.30 Uhr
Sa, 10.00–13.00 Uhr, jeden 1. Samstag im Monat 10.00–16.00 Uhr und nach Terminvereinbarung | 

                    every first Saturday of the month till 16:00 and on appointment




